Unified Identity Management
A world where you authenticate everywhere just by naturally being yourself.
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Value proposition

New user

Identity verification
Simplified *identity* and document verification with automated *facial comparison* and *video identification*.

KYC and AML compliance for reduced *risk of fraud*.

Identity authentication
Dynamic *identity verification* combining behavior, possession, knowledge and inherence, based on calculated risks.

Identity provider
A *unique identity* for each person, used *everywhere*, with centralized *governance* and compliance management.

Our *Unified Identity Management* approach provides a *customer centric mobile first one-stop-shop* digital identity lifecycle manager focused on B2B and B2E regulated verticals.
How to effectively **verify** and **authenticate** a digital person?

How to effectively **share** a digital person’s **identity**?
Who we are

Ricardo Costa
Chief Executive Officer


Pedro Borges
Chief Technology Officer

Extensive career in the security field with multiple roles across the software development life cycle: from hands-on development to multiple management responsibilities. Worked for organizations of different types and sizes in a wide range of countries and cultures. CISM.

Jorge Silva
Chief Legal Officer

Civil Law Notary and legal expert with experience in establishing privacy and security policies of electronic data in accordance with good practice and international legislation.

Flavio Carvalho
Chief Information Security Officer

Highly accomplished Leader/Director of Cyber Security and Privacy, equipped with an exceptional track record in building large-scale information and cyber security businesses and driving profitability for organizations across diverse markets.
We manage your digital identities, you do business as usual
Contact us

https://loqr.io

Ricardo Costa

r@loqr.io

TechHub @ Campus
4-5 Bonhill Street
EC2A 4BX London
United Kingdom

R&D @ GNRation
Pc Conde de Agrolongo, 123
4700-312 Braga
Portugal